PPO
OIIN
NTT O
OFF D
DEEPPAARRTTU
URREE::





Students don’t know this kind of teaching;
They are not used to work autonomously and self-organized;
Different levels of pre-knowledge

G
GO
OAALLSS // BBEEN
NEEFFIITTSS FFO
ORR TTH
HEE SSTTU
UD
DEEN
NTTSS::











How to do a contract;
How to do their own e-mail-address and internet storage space;
Modes of presentation
Knowledge of data security and data protections
Basic knowledge of treaties; (aftermath of breaking rules)
Evaluation of information from the internet;
“dictate” of the majority in a group;
Behaviour in groups;
Studying techniques depending on the own personality

M
MIILLEESSTTO
ON
NEESS::
In this first case we pack nearly a bit of everything. They have to learn how to
handle the computer, to work with data, how to communicate in the group and
outside, how to make presentations, how to work in teams (to find out, where is my
place in the team …), where are there strong and weak points.
The student’s duty in this case is to ask for information and to demand input to the
PULL-POOL. The duty of the teacher is to provide general information and to provide

(very quickly) additional material – depending on demands and standard of the
group.
In this case we will cover the subjects of IT-lessons, German (communication),
English (terminology), politics (treaty), ethics and social siences and a lot of all-above
issues.

TTIIM
MEE FFRRAAM
MEE::

four working days – 9 lessons each;

CCO
OVVEERREED
D LLEESSSSO
ON
NSS::




Informatik (Computer und Internet als Arbeitsmittel)




Wirtschaftskunde (Vertrag als Grundlage, Datenschutz, Datensicherheit)

Deutsch und Kommunikation (Formulierungen und
Präsentationstechniken)
Politische Bildung (Demokratisches Verhalten, Mehrheitsentscheidungen)

U
USSEED
DM
MAATTEERRIIAALLSS::




Schoolbooks, Internet,



different games for grouping and to become acquainted)

Work-sheets (for self-evaluation,
recognizing the own strengths and weaknesses)

O
OU
UTTCCO
OM
MEE::





work- and study treaty
well-defined working groups
working e-mail-addresses and internet storage space

